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SUBJECT: Meeting with Cass 15 on 19 Jan. 1954.

1. At this operational meeting attended by Cass 15, and the

two Aerodynamic Case officers the following topics were touched upon.

a) W/T messages to Carthages 5 and 12. Cass 15 stated that he

had noting for the 24Jan BB for C-12 but would try to obtain some

news-type items from Cass 2 for the first B3 in Feb. In view of this,

no BB will be sent on 24 Jan. as scheduled, but instead, base will

send QRU. li or Carthage 5, a continuation of OPS plan to be sent 26 Jan.

and will conclude this plan in Feb. 7 BB. After this, Cass 2 will

provide us with mmmm inform. re results of political discussions

between ZCh-ZP, etc.

b) Excerpt from German language paper re Meuller affair: C-15

presented us with a photo copy of a German language paper and the english

translation of an artilce on the Meuller affair and a denunttiation

of the NTS and biberation Comm. and other American sponsored

emigre groups (Great Russ) whoare selling theAmis down the river.

(We took the translated copies but left the photo original with C-15)

The translated text was sent to 	 ==lby Walt.

c) AERANTER; C-15 was told that the Aims and Objectives as submitted

to us b y C-2 were beting stu l ied and that in a few days we expect a

green light on preppring the scripts. C-15 said that C2 did not want to

begin preparing the scripts until we notified him definitley of the

anproval of the broadcast plans, etc.

d) Study oroup"Prologue"./ C-15 was asked 'to submit within a week

or so the products of this group as translated and edited by him.

his he said he would do. He was also asked to furnish a resume of

topics to be worked on in the future by theEroup.
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e) Progress of Matla and It'hejZCh. Rebet and Bandera in

set/tling the problem of the triumvirate: 015 stated that nothing

definite has been done to date in this respect but thaMIla and

Rebet have decided to form a duo and honor the Homeland's decision

in this manner if Ll'andera does not go along with them. In anticipation

of this move, C2 requested via C15 our financial support of this

duo and their group. (Perhaps he knows definitly that Bandera

will not go along or perhpas he wants our addurance of financial help

which the duo can use as a bargaining poin# with Aandera. ) We made

no committments to 015 in this matter.

f) The courier from Miron's hq: It was suggested by Pidhainy

that the newly arrived soourier could be taken in by the ZP if they

so wished. 015 stated that C2 got word that the courier came from

Chernets' rather than Miron's. This is confusing since our repts.

Prom Lobby show him to have come from Miron instead.C:hainy

intimated that the ZP could use his agent material (recruits) if they

so desired. The question: what kind of a game is Pidhainy pito

playing. Is he about to switch horses because he realizes from

the basis of the contents of the pouch from Miron that Bandera

has had it? 015 could not answer the question and It is doubted that

he even knows. That goes for 02 too unless he's been in on something

which he has not told us about.

Note: Re 02's request Por financial aid for the duo of Matla and

.Rebet and EGNA 8979 where in L'apelin reports on Lebid t s reluctance

to want to solve the difficulties now present between the ZCh and the4

it is possible that 02 is about to lower the boom on r/andera,


